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Building disasters have been consistently occurring in the past decade. As 

search and rescue efforts are conducted on the basis of limited information, it 

is important to count people before the building disaster occurs for quicker 

search and rescue efforts.  

The need for acquiring occupancy information beforehand, has been 

issued and researched under the field of people counting. However, the scope 

of previous researches were limited to single or few regions at most due to 

challenges of installing sensors throughout the building and concerns for 

replicability. To overcome this deficiencies, this research utilizes pre-installed 



 

CCTVs and proposes a multi-zone people counting methodology. The research 

process consists of five main processes as follows. First, a single-zone people 

counting method is developed in order to count people within a singular CCTV. 

Second, a CCTV code classification system is established to form a horizontal 

and vertical relationship with the nearby CCTVs, which can be applied in any 

building. Third, a multi-zone counting algorithm inspired by queues and buffers 

is developed in order to consider the contextual information from nearby 

CCTVs and adjust the miscounts from each CCTV. Fourth, equations 

considering the context of building disaster were formed. Lastly, validation was 

conducted by performing people counting on an actual non-residential building.   

The experiment results showed that this multi-zone people counting algorithm 

can be effective in improving the people counting accuracy in a building, and 

can be applied in building disaster context.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Research Background 

 

Building disaster is defined as a disaster that requires building occupants’ 

immediate evacuation and rescue efforts (Peña-Mora et al. 2012). In South 

Korea, more than 40,000 cases of building disasters have occurred annually for 

the past 10 years; its property damage comprises of more than 85% of that of 

total domestic disasters (e-Country Indicators 2018; Korean Statistical 

Information Service 2018; Korea Public Data Portal 2015). Such substantial 

damage caused by building disasters has thus led to increased socioeconomic 

attention.  

During the initial phase of a building disaster, each building occupant is 

provided with varying degrees of emergency-related information that is 

dependent on his/her surroundings, and on such basis decides whether to 

evacuate or not (Choi 2018; Mileti and O'Brien 1992; Dash and Gladwin 2007). 

If evacuated successfully, the building occupant is deemed safe; on the other 

hand, if evacuated too late or did not evacuate at all, the building occupant will 

soon find him/herself stuck within the building, immediately requiring search 

and rescue efforts before the disaster worsens. 

Many standard operation procedures (SOP) for search and rescue are 

documented in order to consistently carry out successful search and rescue 

efforts. Among them, the internationally-accepted stages of search and rescue 

(SAR) are delineated in Figure 1.1 (National Association for Search and Rescue 

2018). Before reaching the operations stage—where search and rescue 
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operations are actually performed—the rescue team has to process through the 

awareness and initial action stage, where they initially wait for and collect 

information on whether or not building occupants are present. However, since 

building disasters can occur to any building at any given time, identifying the 

presence of people throughout the building after a disaster occurs is very 

challenging as occupancy-related information suddenly becomes critically 

limited. This consequently leads the rescue team to heavily rely on their 

experiential knowledge rather than concrete information when deciding to 

initiate rescue efforts and allocate rescuers throughout the building (Habib et al. 

2013; Gu et al. 2015). If occupancy-related information, however, is already 

present prior to the building disaster, the rescue team can immediately utilize 

this information on deciding details for the operations stage, and carry it out as 

soon as they arrive at the site. Therefore, acquiring occupancy information 

before a building disaster occurs (i.e. in real-time) is crucial to search and rescue 

efforts as it not only shortens but also provides accuracy into the search and 

rescue process up to the operations stage.  

 

Figure 1.1 Five Stages of International SAR Operations (NASAR, 2018) 

 

The need for acquiring occupancy information beforehand, i.e. in real time, 

has been issued and thus studied under the field of people counting. Defined as 

“counting people who pass through specific passages or entrances using 
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sensors,” people counting has been widely employed in fields requiring 

constant update of occupancy information, such as heat, ventilation and air 

conditioning (HVAC) and retail industries (Liu et al. 2005). People counting 

can be conducted using people counting sensors, which are categorized into two 

types: 1) explicit people counting sensors, and 2) implicit people counting 

sensors. Explicit people counting sensors are created and installed solely for the 

purpose of counting people (Hashimoto et al. 1998). Previous researches have 

attempted to utilize these sensors to accurately count people entering and 

exiting a given site map. With the advancement in sensor technology, many 

researches have achieved noticeable results in people counting and have been 

garnering attention in various fields (Javed et al. 2017; Amayri et al. 2016; Shih 

and Rowe 2015). Nonetheless, such site maps are limited to a single region or 

few regions at most due to two reasons: 1) installing additional sensors 

throughout the building is realistically challenging, and 2) even if installed 

throughout the building, concerns for replicability exists. This spatial scope is 

not suitable for the context of building disasters, where it is crucial to locate the 

number of people in not just one zone but in each zone throughout the building. 

Meanwhile, implicit people counting sensors are installed in buildings that 

are primarily created for people’s convenience, but also have the potential to 

count people using the collected personal information in return (Nordman and 

Meier 2004; Melfi et al. 2011). Since these sensors are already installed 

throughout the building, researches utilizing these sensors can potentially count 

building occupants throughout the building. Two major sensors researched in 

this category are WiFi sensors and surveillance cameras (CCTVs). WiFi sensors 

provide WiFi service to people, and collect WiFi signals embedded in a 
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smartphone in return; these signals can be used for people counting by detecting 

the distance between the sensor and the person. Number of studies in people 

counting utilizing WiFi signals have shown promising results (Ruiz-Ruiz et al. 

2014; Balaji et al. 2013). Nonetheless, as a wearable-based sensor, people must 

always carry their smartphones on their body to be considered as a building 

occupant. In addition, they are also required to enable their WiFi function at all 

times. 

To overcome the limitations mentioned above, this research uses CCTVs 

in order to count building occupants throughout the building. Since CCTVs 

collects visual information for surveillance purposes (i.e. potential theft or 

crime), people entering and exiting the building can be monitored regardless of 

whether they carry their smartphones or not. This visual information can be 

analyzed through the use of computer vision technique to automatically detect, 

track and count people.  
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1.2 Problem Statement 

 

Building disasters continue to occur, and its substantial damage has led to 

increased socioeconomic attention. At the time of building disaster, current 

search and rescue efforts operate on the basis of limited building occupancy 

information, leading to its delayed process and missing building occupants. As 

a result, obtaining building occupancy information before the disaster occurs 

(i.e. in real-time) is crucial. 

Many people counting sensors have been studied and proposed to 

accurately count the number of people entering and exiting a certain region. 

While people counting sensors have shown promising results, challenges 

remain to be addressed to be successfully applied in building disaster context.  

First, people counting sensors are not installed throughout the building but 

rather installed in a small-scale environment. Second, people counting 

researches in a building-level are often not generalizable to another building. 

Therefore, an alternate solution is required to not only be applied in 

building disaster context, but also be generalizable to other buildings as well. 
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1.3 Research Objectives 

 

The main objective of this dissertation is to propose a multi-zone people 

counting methodology designed for search and rescue efforts during building 

disaster.  

 

The specific objectives to achieve the main objective are as follows: 

1. Select a people counting sensor suitable for building disaster context 

from literature review. 

2. Develop a people counting model using the selected sensor to count 

people entering a single-zone.  

3. Develop a methodology that expands the people counting model into 

counting throughout the building and improves its people counting 

accuracy to better assist search and rescue efforts during building 

disaster.  

4. Evaluate the multi-zone people counting methodology in real-life 

scenario and discuss the results for applications in building disasters. 
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1.4 Research Scope 

 

This aim of this research is to accurately assess the number of people in a 

building, at a given time. Delivering such information to the rescue team when 

building disaster occurs, however, is not included in the scope of this research.  

In addition, this research was conducted in a four-floor non-residential 

building with 36 CCTVs installed throughout the building. The specific details 

of the CCTV installation (i.e. installation location, number of CCTVs per floor) 

is further described in Chapter 4: Multi-Zone People Counting Methodology. 

Experiments in this research involved analyzing real surveillance footages; 

although analyzing people counting information in real-time is important for 

potential industrial use, the actual applicability of its use is not discussed in this 

dissertation. 

Regarding terminology, this research defines “zone” as the region where 

each CCTV is monitoring. Thus, this research focuses on counting people in 

each room, floor, and building utilizing the count results from each zone. 

Lastly, assumptions made during this study are listed as follows: 

1. When people move within the building, they cannot move in unusual 

ways other than moving through hallways, stairs and elevators. (i.e. 

exiting the building from a room window) 

2. In a non-residential building, surveillance cameras can be installed 

anywhere throughout the building, except for inside a room. 

3. Each floor has a similar, if not identical, structure throughout the 

building. 
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1.5 Dissertation Outline 

 

This dissertation is composed of six chapters and the details of each 

chapter are as below. 

Chapter 1: Introduction: This chapter introduces the background, 

problem statement, objectives, and scope of the research. 

Chapter 2: People Counting Systems: This chapter provides a 

comprehensive review of sensors used for people counting and previous studies 

researched in this field. Based on this information, the author selects a sensor 

that is suitable for building disasters. 

Chapter 3: Development of People Counting Model: This chapter 

presents a computer vision-based people counting model that allows CCTVs to 

count people entering and exiting a single-zone. 

Chapter 4: Multi-Zone People Counting Methodology: This chapter 

presents a multi-zone people counting methodology. Using this methodology, 

the people counting model is further developed in two ways. 1) Expansion of 

counting scope from single-zone to throughout the building. 2) Improvement 

of people counting accuracy from eliminating counting errors occurred in each 

zone. 

Chapter 5: Experimental Validation: This chapter validates the 

effectiveness of the multi-zone people counting methodology by performing 

people counting on an actual non-residential building. 

Chapter 6: Conclusion: This chapter summarizes achievements, 

contributions and future work of the research. 
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In addition, the process of this research and the methods utilized are 

summarized in Figure 1.2.  

 

Figure 1.2 Research Overview 
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Chapter 2. People Counting System 

 

2.1 Level of Detail for People Counting 

 

Various sensors have been developed and researched for the ultimate 

objective of accurately counting people in a given setting. Nonetheless, people 

counting has also been widely employed in fields that need constant updates in 

occupancy information, such as heat, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) 

and retail industries. As each field is inherently unique, the selected type of 

sensors largely depends on how well it suits the characteristics of the field. 

Melfi et al. (2011) defined this level of detail for people counting as 

“occupancy resolution,” and categorized it into three factors as below:  

1) Spatial resolution: How detailed each counting zone is 

2) Temporal resolution: How quickly the sensor updates count information 

3) Occupant resolution: How much personal detail the sensor obtains from 

the person being counted 

In addition, the sub-factors for each resolution is categorized in Figure 2.1.  
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Figure 2.1 Occupancy Resolution Diagram (Adopted by Melfi et al. 2011) 

 

The general rule is that the higher the resolution level, the more detailed the 

collected information is. An ideal sensor would have the highest level for each 

resolution; nonetheless, such information may not be necessary depending on 

the characteristics of the field. 

Therefore, it is important to characterize building disasters in accordance 

to the occupancy resolution before selecting the sensor. 

Spatial resolution: in case of building disasters, it is important to know not 

only if there are people trapped within the building, but also where they are 

trapped. Considering this context, counting people until room-level (i.e. having 

count information for each room) can greatly assist search and rescue efforts. 

Therefore, “room” is the most suitable spatial resolution for building disasters. 
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Temporal resolution: since building disasters can practically occur at any 

given time, the count information just when the disaster occurs is crucial for the 

rescue team to consider. Therefore, “seconds” is the most suitable temporal 

resolution for building disasters. 

Occupant resolution: For building disasters, knowing how many people 

are in a certain room is crucial for search and rescue efforts as they can allocate 

rescue team members according to such information. The allocation plan would 

not be as effective if only the presence of building occupants is known (i.e. 

person exists or does not exist). Conversely, any information beyond count can 

be considered additional and not as crucial as count. Therefore, “count” is the 

most suitable occupant resolution for building disasters. 
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2.2 People Counting Sensors 

 

2.2.1 Explicit People Counting Sensors 

 

Researchers in multidisciplinary areas have focused on accurately 

counting people using explicit people counting sensors. As a result, various 

types of explicit people counting sensors have been developed and utilized. 

These sensors can be divided into non-wearable sensors and wearable sensors.  

Non-wearable counting sensors count people by sensing things that a 

person exudes, such as body heat, vibrations, sound, and movements. Examples 

of such non-wearable sensors include passive infrared (PIR) sensors, ultra-wide 

band (UWB) sensors, floor sensors, and environmental sensors.  

Wearable counting sensors, on the other hand, count people by simply 

being attached to the person using it. Example of such sensors include radio-

frequency identification (RFID), and Bluetooth sensors. These sensors are often 

used for more than just counting purposes; people’s real-time location can be 

acquired by identifying the unique ID through the frequency detected by the 

wearable sensors (Li et al. 2012; Filippoupolitis et al. 2017). 

Although sensors described above are utilized to sense and count people 

in various ways, a crucial limitation is that they must be installed throughout 

the building for accurate people counting.  

 

2.2.2 Implicit People Counting Sensors 

Meanwhile, implicit people counting sensors are part of the building 

facilities created for people’s convenience, but also have the potential to count 
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people by using the collected personal information in return. The two 

representative sensors are WiFi and surveillance cameras (CCTV). 

WiFi enables real-time occupant location tracking by detecting the 

distance between the wireless router installed in the building and the WiFi 

signal embedded in the smartphone. Since the smartphone’s WiFi signal can be 

accurately detected in every part of the building, counting accuracy is high (Di 

Domenico et al. 2016; Depatla et al. 2015; Kianoush et al. 2019). However, 

since the detected WiFi signal of the smartphone is sensitive to physical space, 

the localization accuracy is relatively lower. Additionally, WiFi is a wearable-

based people counting sensor, and thus requires the need to carry a smartphone 

with WiFi activated at all times.  

People counting using CCTV applies computer vision (CV), which is an 

artificial intelligence technology that involves visual information. Using this 

visual information, it is possible to grasp the moving path of the occupant in 

more detail than WiFi. Additionally, it does not require wearing an additional 

sensor in order to be monitored.  

 

2.2.3 Summary of People Counting Sensors 

The following table summarizes both the explicit and implicit people 

counting sensors described above.  
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Table 2.1 Summary of People Counting Sensors  

(modified by Chen et al. 2018, Ahmad et al. 2018, Yang et al. 2016, Shen et al. 2017) 

 

     

According to Table 2.1, most of the sensors are developed into having 

high-levels of detection accuracy, i.e. sensing whether people are present or not. 

However, environmental sensors, UWB sensors, and PIR sensors still have 

limitations in estimation, i.e. capability to count more than one person. 

Environmental sensors are especially slow in updating count information, only 

being able to update in the minute-level.  

Sensors that possess a high level of estimation are camera, WiFi, BLE, 

chair sensor and RFID. Cameras have the highest resolution for all occupancy 

resolutions, and is not wearable. WiFi sensors have high-level of estimation, 

but its spatial level is not as detailed as cameras; it cannot count people up to 

room-level. Bluetooth sensors have similar characteristics as WiFi sensors; 

however, there is no existing infrastructure. This problem also extends to chair 

sensors and RFID sensors; additionally, RFID sensors need to be worn at all 

times.  
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In conclusion, the most suitable type of sensor for building disaster is 

CCTV (cameras).  
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2.3 Prior Studies using People Counting Sensors 

 

In this section, prior studies using people counting sensors are reviewed. 

Specifically, those that have the same occupancy resolution as building disaster 

context are summarized in Table 2.2. In other words, the summarized 

researches have the occupant resolution of “count” or higher, spatial resolution 

of “room,” and temporal resolution of “seconds.” Tier 1 is defined as implicit 

people counting sensors with no modification, Tier 2 is defined as implicit 

people counting sensors with addition of software, and Tier 3 is defined as 

explicit people counting sensors. 
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Table 2.2 Summary of People Counting Researches: Filtered to Building Disaster Context (modified by Shen et al. 2017) 
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    Out of the people counting researches in Table 2.2, 16 out of 20 sensors 

utilized are not classified as implicit people counting sensors, i.e. Tier 3. In 

addition, none of the researches conducted people counting in building, floor 

and room level.  

    Therefore, this research is positioned as follows: counting people in 

building, floor and room level with a Tier 2 sensor (CCTV + software). 
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Chapter 3. Single-Zone People Counting 

 

3.1 Multi-Zone People Counting Methodology Overview 

 

This research proposes a multi-zone people counting methodology, which 

is two-fold: single-zone people counting and multi-zone people counting. 

Single-zone people counting is defined as people counting with a singular 

CCTV, while multi-zone people counting is defined as single-zone people 

counting utilizing the contextual information of nearby CCTVs. 

The development of the single-zone people counting is described in this 

chapter, while the development of multi-zone people counting is described in 

the next chapter. The overview of the methodology is presented in Figure 3.1. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 People Counting Methodology Overview 
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3.2 Single-Zone People Counting Overview 

 

The development of single-zone people counting consists of three modules: 

people detection module, people tracking module and people counting module.  

First, the people detection module detects whether there are new people 

entering the camera view, as well as if an identified person was “lost” during 

the tracking model. For each detected person, the detection model assigns a 

unique ID with bounding box coordinates around the person.  

Second, the people tracking module collects the bounding box coordinates 

and computes the centroid. For each frame thereafter, the model calculates the 

Euclidean distance from the centroid of the current frame to all other remaining 

centroids in the previous frame. The pair with the smallest Euclidean distance 

is judged to be the same object.  

Lastly, the people counting module determines whether the tracked 

centroid entered in or exited out of the region of interest (ROI) coordinates 

manually preset by the user. Such ROI can be set in place that needs to be 

counted, i.e. building entrance, stairs, room door.  
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3.3 People Detection Module 

 

3.3.1 People Detection Module Overview 

 

People detection is a sub-category of object detection, which is a process 

of identifying (i.e. object classification) and locating (i.e. object localization) 

all known objects in a scene. As object detection models are widely used in 

computer vision and image processing, various models in the realm of machine 

learning and deep learning have been developed to achieve high detection 

results, as well as reasonable speed, if necessary.  

In this research, it is not only important to successfully identify where 

people are present within the CCTV, but also to count people in real-time so 

that occupancy information can be up-to-date when a building disaster occurs. 

Therefore, this research adopts Single-Shot Multibox Detector (SSD), a deep 

learning-based object detection model that can achieve high detection accuracy 

in real-time. 

 

3.3.2 Single-Shot Multibox Detector (SSD) 

 

Single-Shot Multibox Detector (SSD) was initially announced in 2015, 

specifically designed for object detection in real-time (Liu et al. 2016). SSD has 

the advantage of high accuracy as well as high computational speed compared 

to other deep learning models. More specifically, SSD overcomes the 

limitations of models achieving high detection accuracy but slow 

computational speed, such as Fast Region-based Convolution Network (Fast R-
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CNN) and Faster Region-based Convolution Network (Faster R-CNN). This is 

possible by removing the region proposal network (RPN) stage that was 

prominent in previous deep learning techniques of such models, and utilizing a 

one-step detecting method. On the other hand, SSD also overcomes the 

limitations of models that have high computational speed but relatively lower 

detection accuracy, such as You Only Look Once (YOLO). This is done by 

applying few improvements including default boxes and multi-scale features.   

 

 

Figure 3.2 Comparisons of Deep Learning Networks 

 

Object detection by SSD consists of two parts: extraction of feature maps 

and application of convolution filters to detect objects.  

Feature maps are generally extracted using VGG16 network architecture, 

which consists of a base layer and extra convolutional feature layers. When an 

image is inputted into the base layer, it goes through each of the extra 

convolutional feature layer until the end of the network. As the image enters 

into each convolution feature layer, predictions of the object within the image 
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are created. Consequently, the model determines the best feature map after the 

image completes the iterations until the end of the network.  

 

 

Figure 3.3 Single-Shot Detector Multibox (SSD) Architecture 

(adopted by Liu et al. 2015) 

 

Figure 3.4 Feature Map Selection Process  

(adopted by Kim 2018) 
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When the best feature map is determined, various default boxes are 

randomly created around the object using the following parameters described 

in Eq. 1 and Eq. 2. 

 

                     𝑤 = 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 ∗  √𝑎𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜             𝐸𝑞. 1 

                         ℎ =
𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒

√𝑎𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜
                𝐸𝑞. 2 

 

Subsequently, the intersection-over-union (IOU) between the ground truth 

bounding box and each of the default boxes, and the pair that has a IOU value 

higher than 0.5 is considered as the correct bounding box for the object. The 

equation for IOU is described in Eq. 3. 

 

                     𝐼𝑂𝑈 =  
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛
              𝐸𝑞. 3 

 

3.3.3 Data Augmentation 

 

In order to make the SSD detector more robust to smaller objects within 

the image frame, this research utilized a SSD model was additionally trained 

with data augmentation technique. This data augmentation technique is 

described in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5. Data Augmentation Process 

 

According to [21], each training image is sampled randomly by one 

of the following options: 

1) Using the entire original input image 

2) Sampling a patch so that the minimum jaccard overlap with the 

objects is either 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, or 0.9. 

3) Randomly sampling a patch within the original input image 

 

After this sampling iteration in complete, the model is trained once 

again with the additional augmented data. Such improvement in the mAP 

scores is shown in Table 3.1, where “07+12” is the union of VOC2007 and 

VOC2012 train/validation data, “07++12” is the union of VOC2007 

test/train/validation data and VOC2012 train/validation data, 

“07+12+COCO” is first train on COCO train/validation35k data then fine-
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tune on 07+12, and “07++12+COCO” is first train on COCO 

train/validation35k then fine-tune on 07++12. 

 

Table 3.1 Comparison of Detection Results with Data Augmentation 

Testing Dataset VOC2007 Test VOC2012 Test 

Train Dataset 07+12 07+12+COCO 07++12 07++12++COCO 

VGG_SSD300 74.3 79.6 72.4 77.5 

VGG_SSD300* 77.2 81.2 75.8 79.3 

*Data augmented version 

 

Referring to the results on the table above, this research adopted the 

SSD300 model with the VGG16 network architecture, which was initially 

trained on the COCO dataset and fine-tuned on VOC2007 and VOC2012.  

 

3.3.4 Parameters in People Detection Module 

 

In the context of people counting algorithm, when the people detection 

module activates, the SSD detection model is activated so that people captured 

in the CCTV at the time can be successfully detected. If detected, the people 

detection module draws the bounding box around the person, and then records 

its coordinates.  

The required parameters for the people detection module is listed below 

in Table 3.2.  
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Table 3.2 Parameters for People Detection Module 

Parameter 

Type 

Parameter 

Name 
Definition Usage 

Confidence C 

The minimum probability 

threshold to filter out 

false positives 

People 

detection 

Number of 

Frames 
N 

The number of frames 

before counting a person 

in/out of a region 

Counting 

criterion 

 

In the people detection module, the parameter “C” stands for the minimum 

probability threshold for a model to conclude that a person is detected. This is 

implemented into the module in order to prevent cases where the model falsely 

concludes that a person is in the CCTV view, when in reality there is not.  

Throughout the people counting process, the people detection module is 

activated in every “N” frames, where N is a manually selected value by the user. 

Although it is ideal to run the detection model as often as possible, i.e. every 

frame, data analysis becomes computationally heavy when performed so. The 

more computationally heavy the data analysis becomes, the longer the time it 

takes the algorithm to process through the video data, which also suggests that 

it becomes a challenge to count people in real-time. On the other hand, it is also 

important to make sure that N is still small enough so that people entering the 

CCTV can be detected at least a few times before exiting. 

In order to overcome the limitations mentioned above, the tracking module 

is activated so that once the detecting module successfully detects a person, the 

tracking module can use that information to successfully track the detected 

individual. By utilizing the tracking module for every single frame the detection 
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module is not activated, the detected person can still be accurately tracked 

without using the computationally expensive object detectors in each frame. 
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3.4 People Tracking Module 

 

3.4.1 People Tracking Module Overview 

 

The people tracking module utilize the information from the people 

detection module to successfully track the person from one frame to another. 

The module can be divided into five steps:  

1) Compute the centroid of the detected person by calculating the 

average value of the bounding box coordinates. 

2) For each frame, calculate the Euclidean distance from the centroid 

of the current frame to all other remaining centroids in the 

previous frame. 

3) Identify the pair with the smallest Euclidean distance, and 

conclude the pair to be the same person.  

4) If there are no suitable pairs, assign the centroid as a unique object 

ID. 

5) If the object has been lost or has left the CCTV view, deregister 

the object. 

The people tracking module is activated whenever the detection module is 

not; this is in order to overcome the limitations of the computationally heavy 

detection module, and also to utilize the bounding box coordinates and object 

ID information as soon as it is outputted by the detection module. It can be said 

that this alternation between the tracking module and the detection module is a 

“hybrid approach” (Rosebrock 2020). The visual explanation of the people 

tracking module is described as an example in Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.6 People Tracking Module: Visual Example (adopted by Rosebrock 2020) 

 

3.4.2 Parameters in People Tracking Module  

 

There are two parameter values in this tracking module that determine 

whether the object IDs should be either registered or deregistered. Information 

regarding the parameters is listed as below in Table 3.3. 

 

Table 3.3 Parameters for People Tracking Module 

Parameter Name Definition Usage 

maxDistance Maximum Euclidean distance 

allowed when associating an 

object ID to another 

Registering IDs 

maxDisappeared Maximum number of frames 

before concluding the object 

disappeared 

Deregistering IDs 
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“maxDistance” is a parameter that is used when registering the IDs that 

were detected by the people detection module. By capping the maximum 

distance when associating an object ID to another, it prevents cases of ID 

switching, i.e. where a person’s object ID gets swapped with that of another 

person. Lowering the value of this parameter, however, can lead to cases where 

the person’s object ID deregisters if the person moves a little bit faster.  

“maxDisappeared” is a parameter that is used when concluding that the 

person disappeared from the CCTV view. By capping the maximum number of 

frames, it can also prevent cases of ID switching, i.e. when a person entering 

into the CCTV acquires an object ID of another person who already exiting the 

CCTV. On the other hand, if the value of this parameter was too low, this could 

lead to cases where people’s object ID deregistering just because they were 

occluded or not detected for a few frames only.  

Consideration of such factors listed for each parameter is needed when 

selecting the parameter value. 
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3.5 People Counting Module 

 

3.5.1 People Counting Module Overview 
 

The people counting module utilizes the object ID’s tracked movement 

from the people tracking module to determine the count information in a given 

region. The module is divided into three steps: 

1) Input the video coordinates in front of the region of interest (ROI). 

2) For each frame, compute the x or y-coordinate values for all 

previous centroid locations for the object ID and compute its 

difference to the current centroid location. 

3) If the value in 2) is positive/negative for n frames while in the ROI, 

then the person is counted in/out.  

An example to assist understanding is provided in the following section. 

 

3.5.2 Example of People Counting Module 
 

Situation description: A detected person is initially standing away from a 

room on his right side. The person then starts to move toward the room. After 

a few seconds, he enters the room and leaves the CCTV view.  

People counting module: 

1) Input the video coordinates of the door room into the people 

counting module. 

2) For each frame, compute the x-coordinate values of all previous 

centroid location for the person, and take the difference with his current x-

coordinate. 
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3-1) When the centroid is within the ROI coordinates, begin counting 

the frames where the value in 2) is positive.  

3-2) When there are more than n frames where 3) is true, count the 

person as entered the room.  

In this example, the x-coordinate values are taken because the person is 

moving on the x-coordinate direction when entering into a certain region. 

Furthermore, in step 3-1, the value in 2) has to be positive since if a person is 

heading toward the right side, then its x-coordinates will continue to rise. For 

each frame, the current centroid will always have a higher x-coordinate than 

any of the previous centroid. Therefore, in this case the value of 2) will 

continually be a positive value.  

 

3.5.3 Parameters in People Counting Module 
 

There are three types of parameters that need to be inputted for the people 

counting module. Information of such types of parameters is listed below in 

Table 3.4:  
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Table 3.4 Parameters for People Counting Module 

Parameter 

Type 

Parameter 

Name 
Definition Usage 

ROI 

Coordinates 

ROI_x1,x2,x3,x4 The video coordinates of 

the ROI 
Setting ROI 

coordinates ROI_y1,y2,y3,y4 

Number of 

Frames 
n 

The number of frames 

before counting a person 

in/out of a region 

Counting 

criterion 

Movement 

of person 

directionX 
Difference between the 

x/y-coordinates of the 

current centroid and the 

average of all previous 

centroids 

Counting 

criterion 
directionY 

 

Referring to Table 3.4, The first type of parameter (“ROI_x1,x2,x3,x4”, 

“ROI_y1,y2,y3,y4) is used to fulfill step 1 of the people counting module, 

which is to set the ROI coordinates. The ROI coordinates are manually chosen, 

but is to be chosen with consideration of how the person will enter into the ROI. 

Such ROI coordinates is applied to regions that needs to be counted, i.e. 

building entrance, stairs, room door. In addition, there can be more than one 

ROI within the CCTV camera; for instance, multiple ROIs can be drawn if there 

are more than one room or entrances monitored by the CCTV.  

The second type of parameter (“n”) is utilized for counting the number of 

frames before concluding that the person entered/exited the region. This 

parameter is used as a buffer, since it prevents cases where a person is counted 

both in and out because the directionX or directionY was calculated to be 

opposite of the ground truth for just one frame.   

The third type of parameter (“directionX”, “directionY”) is employed to 

ensure that the directional tracking is stabilized. For example, if the model were 
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to just calculate the previous centroid’s x or y-coordinates, it could potentially 

lead to unwanted false directional counting. 
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3.6 Summary of the Modules 

 

In summary, people counting for a single region is done through the 

sequence of the three modules described in this chapter. The processes of each 

module is dependent to each other; without the people detection module, the 

people tracking module cannot be fully utilized, as well as the people counting 

module. The holistic process of the three modules are described in Figure 3.7.  

 

 

Figure 3.7 Single-Zone People Counting 
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Chapter 4. Multi-Zone People Counting 

 

4.1 CCTV Code Classification 

 

This section builds upon single-zone people counting and expands the 

counting scope from a single-zone to zones throughout the building. To 

initialize this procedure, generalizability must be addressed as every building 

has its own structure and characteristics. Therefore, this section introduces a 

code classification system for CCTVs that can be applied for any type of 

building, and suggests CCTVs that could be used for counting in building, floor, 

and room level.  

 

4.1.1 Definition of Building Facilities 
 

    To establish a classification system for CCTVs, it is important to define 

the common building facilities that the CCTVs are monitoring. This can be 

easily identified by characterizing a few cases where people interact with the 

building. 

    Case 1: Person entering in the building. In this case, the person enters 

through the building entrance and eventually enters into a room door. During 

this process, the person has to move along the hallways before entering into a 

room. Moreover, the person might move up a floor by using the stairs or an 

elevator depending on where the room is located. 
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    Case 2: Person exiting the building. In this case, the person leaves the 

room door and eventually leaves the building through the building entrance. 

Similar to case 1, the person has to move along the hallway at least once before 

exiting the building. If the room was above or below the building entrance, then 

the person has to use the stairs or an elevator to enter the floor that the building 

entrance is located. 

    Case 3: Person moving within the building. In this case, the person 

leaves the room door and eventually enters into another room door. If the final 

room is in a different floor from the initial room, the person has to move up or 

down using the stairs or elevator. Moreover, even if the rooms were in the same 

floor, the person would still have to move along the hallway to reach to the 

other room (unless the rooms are connected from within). 

Figure 4.1 visually describes the general cases of people’s moving 

sequences with regard to the building, and indicates the level of spatial 

resolution on each sequence. 
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Figure 4.1 General Cases of People Moving Sequence in Buildings 

     

In all three cases, there are common facilities where the person can be 

monitored in order to count the people within the building: building entrance, 

hallway, stairs, elevator, and room door. Furthermore, few conclusions 

regarding these common facilities can be drawn as follows:  

1) People have to pass through the building entrance in order to enter or 

exit the building. 
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2) People have to use the stairs or elevator to move between floors. 

3) People have to move along the hallways, as well as pass through the 

room door before entering into or exiting out a room. 

 

Through identifying common building facilities and drawing conclusions 

as above, building facilities that could be monitored to count people in building, 

floor, or room level is recommended as Table 4.1. 

 

Table 4.1: Monitored Building Facilities for each People Counting Level 

People Counting Level Building Facilities 

Room Room door 

Floor 

Stair 

Elevator 

Hallway 

Building Building Entrance 

 

According to Table 4.1, number of people in the building can be calculated 

if the CCTVs are monitoring all of the building entrances. Similarly, the number 

of people in each floor can be calculated if the CCTVs monitor the stairs, 

elevators, and the hallway. Lastly, the number of people in each room can be 

calculated if a CCTV is monitoring the its door. It is noteworthy that these 

building facilities comprehensively cover the building; that is, granted that the 

CCTV is installed within the building, it is monitoring at least one of the 

building facilities mentioned in Table 4.1. 
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4.1.2 CCTV Code Generation Method 
 

As the common building facilities are identified, a generalized code 

generation method for CCTVs is proposed that can be applied to all buildings. 

The code consists of four parts: monitored facility, monitored area, monitored 

floor, and number of CCTVs. A detailed explanation of each part is provided 

below. 

1) Monitored facility: The first code is based on what type of building 

facility the CCTV is monitoring. Referring to Table 4.1, the CCTV can 

be monitoring any of the mentioned building facilities. Since rooms 

are always attached to hallways, we additionally define that CCTVs 

that monitor the room door is also monitoring the hallway. With this 

in consideration, the code system for monitored facility is defined in 

Table 4.2. 

 

Table 4.2 Code System for Monitored Facility 

Index Monitored Building Facility Letter Code 

1 Building Entrance E 

2 Hallway H 

3 Elevator L 

4 Stair S 

 

 

2) Monitored area: The second code is based on which area the CCTV 

is monitoring in. These areas are defined as “sections,” which are 

divided whenever there are stairs, elevators, or building entrances that 

disconnect the hallways. The coding system for the monitored area is 
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from A-Z; if there are more than 26 sections in a floor, then the code 

system continues by adding the second letter, i.e. AA, AB, AC…AZ.  

3) Monitored floor: The third code is based on which floor the CCTV is 

monitoring in. The coding system for this is starts from 1 and 

continues on a numerical order; until the very last floor of the building. 

4) Number of CCTVs: The last code is based on how many CCTVs 

fulfill the previous described parts. If there are more than one CCTV 

that is monitoring in the same floor, same area, and even the same 

building facility, then that CCTV is given the next number of that of 

the previous CCTV. 

 

Two examples are provided in Figure 4.2 for further understanding. 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Examples for CCTV Code Classification 

 

    In the first example, the code “EB2-1” signifies that the CCTV is 

monitoring the building entrance, and is located in section B of the second floor. 

In addition, there is no other CCTV that also has identical characteristics. 

    In the second example, the code “ESB2-1” contains an additional letter 

compared to the first example. In this case, the CCTV is not only monitoring 
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the building entrance, but also stairs. When a CCTV monitors more than one 

building facility, an additional code is added in the first part. The code system 

is established in a way that ensures no cases of duplication.  

 

4.1.3 Application of CCTV Code Generation Method 

 
To validate the generalizability of the proposed CCTV code generation 

method, the CCTV code generation method is applied into an actual building. 

The characteristics of the selected building is described in Table 4.3 and Table 

4.4. 

Table 4.3 Characteristics of the Selected Building 

Characteristics Value 

Total Area (𝒎𝟐) 7593.61 

Num. Building Entrances 3 

Number of Floors 4 

Number of Stairs 8 (2 per floor) 

Number of Elevators 4 (1 per floor) 

Number of Rooms 126 

Num. CCTVs installed 36 

 

Table 4.4 Number of CCTVs Installed per Floor 

Floor Num. CCTVs Installed 

1 (Main) 11 

2 8 

3 9 

4 8 

TOTAL 36 

 

    As mentioned in Table 4.3, the selected building is a 4-floor building that 

contains three building entrances, two stairs installed per floor, and one elevator 

installed per floor. In terms of installed CCTVs, there are 36 CCTVs installed 
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throughout this building, where the first floor has the most number of CCTVs 

and that of the remaining floors is roughly similar. There are four sections per 

floor, since there are two interruptions for the hallways caused by either stairs, 

elevators, or building entrances.  

The drawing for the first floor with indications of each building facility, 

distinctions of sections, as well as the CCTVs with the code generation method 

is shown below in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3 Building Drawing of Main Floor of Selected Building
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 As shown in Figure 4.3, it is important to note that the CCTVs in the drawing 

are monitoring the important building facilities used to people counting in 

either building, floor or room level. For instance, the CCTV coded “ESA2-1” 

is monitoring not only the entrance but also the stairs of the 2nd floor, and this 

CCTV can thus be used for people counting in building and floor level. 

Moreover, the CCTV coded “HB2-1” is monitoring the rooms attached to the 

hallways, thus being able to count people in the room level.  

    In terms of sections, although all CCTVs within a section is technically 

capable to count people in the section, the only CCTVs that are definitely 

needed are those which monitor the entrance and exit the section. For instance, 

although CCTV coded “HD2-1” and “HD2-2” can both be used to count the 

people in section D, HD2-1 is definitely needed to be utilized to accurately 

monitor the people entering and exiting the section.  

    Finally, the full application of the CCTV code classification system onto 

the building is shown in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4. Application of CCTV Code Classification System 
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Applying the CCTV Code classification system has two implications. First, 

it can establish a horizontal and vertical relationship between the CCTVs. Each 

of the CCTVs in each floor are connected horizontally to one another, meaning 

that if a person leaves the view of a certain CCTV, that person will most likely 

enter a CCTV that is directly next to it unless he/she enters a room that is not 

monitored by any CCTV. Furthermore, CCTVs utilized for floor-level counting, 

i.e. monitoring stairs or elevators, are connected vertically. This suggests that a 

person leaving the floor will most likely be monitored by a CCTV directly 

above/below, unless the person comes back to the original floor.  

Second, it can be used to calculate the coverage of people counting in each 

counting level, i.e. how many building facilities are monitored by the CCTVs. 

Identifying the building facilities that the CCTV monitors also identifies the 

building facilities that are not. In the context of the selected building, the 

coverage of people counting in building, floor, room level is listed in Table 4.5.  

 

Table 4.5 Coverage of People Counting: Selected Building 

Counting 

Level 
Building Facility Coverage 

Building Building Entrance 100% (3/3) 

Floor 
Stairs 100% (8/8) 

Elevator 100% (4/4) 

Room Room Door 88.1% (111/126) 

 

    According to Table 4.5, it can be concluded that people counting can be 

fully conducted for building and floor level. Meanwhile, 15 out of 126 rooms 

cannot be counted as of the current CCTV installation.  
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    The CCTV code classification system can be applied to other buildings as 

well. After investigating the number of CCTVs and its location for each of the 

nine buildings, the people counting coverage was calculated for each counting 

level. The coverage for the CCTVs are calculated based on the camera 

specifications listed by the company site (S-1 Corporation). The results 

including the selected building are listed in Table 4.6. 

 

Table 4.6 Coverage of People Counting: Other Buildings 

Building Information 

Coverage 

Building 

Counting 
Floor Counting 

Room 

Counting 

Building 

Name 
Area (𝒎𝟐, 

#Floors) 
#CCTVs Entrance Stairs Elevator Room 

Building “A” 7689.65(5) 42 
100% 

(9/9) 

100% 

(10/10) 
- 

76.5% 

(91/119) 

Building “B” 6365.99(4) 48 75% (6/8) 
66% 

(6/9) 

50% 

(1/2) 

93.1% 

(81/87) 

Building “C” 2760.43(3) 26 
87.5% 

(5/7) 

100% 

(3/3) 
- 

83.3% 

(45/54) 

Building “D” 2235.19(3) 43 
100% 

(11/11) 

100% 

(6/6) 

100% 

(3/3) 

83.0% 

(78/94) 

Building “E” 3143.84(5) 44 
100% 

(8/8) 

40% 

(2/5) 

100% 

(5/5) 

82.6% 

(57/69) 

Building “F” 6283.54(4) 31 
91% 

(10/11) 

100% 

(3/3) 
- 

77.2% 

(71/92) 

Building “G” 5569.48(4) 38 
87.5% 

(5/7) 

62.5% 

(5/8) 

100% 

(4/4) 

87.4% 

(76/87) 

Building “H” 7048.88(6) 69 
100% 

(2/2) 

90% 

(9/10) 

100% 

(22/22) 

95.2% 

(100/105) 

Building “I” 26520.67(6) 119 
100% 

(6/6) 

83.8% 

(26/31) 

100% 

(14/14) 

90.4% 

(151/167) 

Selected 

Building 
7593.61(4) 36 

100% 

(4/4) 

100% 

(8/8) 

100% 

(4/4) 

88.1% 

(111/126) 

TOTAL   
87.7% 

(64/73) 

81.7% 

(76/93) 

98.1% 

(53/54) 

76.5% 

(861/1126) 

 

    The people counting coverage results for the selected building along with 

nine other buildings indicate that the building counting and floor counting can 
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be performed at a reasonably high level; especially for the elevators. Meanwhile, 

only 76.5% of the rooms are considered to the covered by the CCTVs.  

    It is important to note, however, that people counting coverage results are 

not the same as people counting accuracy; even if a CCTV monitors a region 

where people enter or exit, people may be inevitably miscounted due to factors 

such as occlusion or algorithmic flaws. In response to this, the following section 

develops an algorithm that uses the context of multi-zones to successfully count 

the people who were either not counted or over-counted.  
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4.2 Multi-Zone People Counting Algorithm 

 

4.2.1 Multi-Zone People Counting Algorithm Overview 
 

    This section introduces a multi-zone people counting algorithm that can 

improve the people counting accuracy to better assist search and rescue efforts 

during building disasters. By utilizing the context of other nearby CCTVs, the 

algorithm can count the number of people by adjusting the errors inevitably 

created by CCTVs. This algorithm is implemented using the concept of buffers 

and queues, 

    The following sub-section guides through the methodologies attempted to 

utilize the context of multiple zones at once, with findings leading to the multi-

zone people counting algorithm. Subsequently, the multi-zone people counting 

algorithm is introduced and theoretically explained.  

 

4.2.2 Utilization of Multi-Zone Context 
 

    In single-zone people counting, if one miscount were to occur in a CCTV, 

then that miscount would remain. For instance, if one person entering a building 

is not counted by the CCTV monitoring the building entrance, the number of 

people in the building would be underestimated for the remaining period. In 

surveillance context, this would mean that if a person was not identified when 

entering through the building entrance, then that person would not be 

considered to be in the building. Since the single-zone people counting does not 

take contextual information of the other CCTVs, its count information cannot 
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be adjusted when performed a miscount; this is because the CCTV itself does 

not know if it performed a miscount or not.  

    However, similarly to CCTVs where a person identified nearby the 

building entrance can imply he/she entered the building, miscounts could be 

adjusted if the next CCTV counted the person that the current one did not. 

Therefore, forward-and-back-tracking algorithm was initially proposed. The 

core of this algorithm is to provide information to neighboring CCTVs if a 

miscount occurred. The context of the neighboring CCTV can be given by the 

CCTV code classification system described in Section 4.1.  

This algorithm was inspired by an actual CCTV system; In this system, 

the CCTV would only operate when a person nearby is detected by an infrared 

detection system. Furthermore, due to the current CCTV’s operation, its 

neighboring CCTVs would also begin to operate as well.  

    The forward-and-back-tracking algorithm is shown in Figure 4.5, where 

terminologies in this algorithm is in Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.5 Forward-and Back-Tracking Algorithm 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Forward-and Back-Tracking Algorithm: Terminologies    
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    However, a major flaw of this algorithm is that it is only valid if a single 

person moved through CCTVs in a single direction. In a real-life situation, 

where not just one but multiple people can move back and forth in the building, 

the model cannot determine whether the miscount occurred in the first CCTV, 

the second, or both. This algorithm could not be applied to accurately provide 

contextual information and thus cannot adjust miscount errors. From this, two 

major findings are made. 

Finding 1. In real-life context, it is impossible to automatically track 

people in buildings, and thus cannot identify which person was miscounted. 

Finding 2. In multi-zone level counting, the counting module cannot 

differentiate where the miscount occurred, and therefore simply utilizing more 

CCTVs does not necessarily lead to higher people counting accuracy.  

Finding 3. Although miscounts can be offset by opposite miscounts, they 

gradually add up with time. 

 

Based on these findings, this research proposes an algorithm that adjusts 

the miscount while not considering its actual source. 

 

4.2.3 Queue-Buffer Algorithm 

 
This algorithm implements the concepts of queues and buffers in order to 

adjust the miscounts while not considering the its actual source. In queuing 

theory, queues are described as entities where agents are stored before 

proceeding to the server. These queues often have infinite capacity, since the 

server may be full for an extended period of time. Meanwhile, buffer is defined 
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as a region of memory storage, modeled as a continuous fluid that enters and 

leaves according to varying rates (Dshalalow 1997). This buffer acts to 

temporarily store and release agents for the sole purpose of facilitating the 

entire queuing process.  

The concept of queue and buffer is applied to this people counting 

situation. In this context, the queue is analogous to a CCTV zone as the 

miscounts are similar to the agents since they gradually store up with time as 

well. Buffer is analogous to the blind spot between neighboring CCTV zones; 

it is stored based on the entering or exiting of the zones. Then, the values stored 

in the buffer soon “refreshes” to the total count of the area, meaning that the 

buffer value adds to the total count of people before coming back to zero. This 

helps the overall process to adjust the deviations occurring from either 

neighboring CCTV zones. The conceptual design of this algorithm is described 

in Figure 4.7.  
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Figure 4.7 Multi-Zone People Counting with Buffers 

 

The “refresh” function of the buffer is vital to this algorithm because it 

ensures the miscounts in the CCTV zone are adjusted by adding up its value. 

Moreover, determining how often the buffer should refresh is also important.  

An extreme case would be if a buffer refreshes every ten minutes; all of the 

miscounts would already be added into the zone queues by the time the buffer 

refreshes. On the other hand, an ideal case is where the buffer would refresh 

just after the person exits the blind spot. Nonetheless, the CCTV does not know 

when to exactly refresh since it cannot distinguish whether a person did not 

enter the zone yet, or the if the person entered the zone but was not counted. 

Therefore, the buffer refresh time should be set by adding passing time, which 
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is the average time for traveling the blind spot, with lag time, which provides 

time before the person is detected. The visual description for this buffer refresh 

time is shown in Figure 4.8.  

 

 

Figure 4.8 Buffer Refresh Time 

 

    Another important factor for buffer is which zone should it add its value 

toward. When adjusting the values of each buffer, it is impossible to identify 

where to adjust because the CCTV cannot distinguish where the miscount 

occurred. Therefore, the buffer adjusts its value to the sum of zones, to calculate 

the total number of people in all zones. In other words, this algorithm ensures 

that it correctly counts the number of people in all zones, instead of miscounting 

the number of people in each zone. 
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The effectiveness of the queue-buffer algorithm can be theoretically 

explained through a simple, yet comprehensive example. The scenario is as 

follows: one person is leaving the CCTV zone (Zone Q1) and entering another 

neighboring CCTV zone (Zone Q2). In this case, four total cases can occur, as 

described in Figure 4.9. For all cases, the ground truth for the total number of 

people in all zones is 1. When calculating the sum of zones, only case 1 and 

case 4 are correct. However, when adding the buffer value to the sum of zones, 

all cases reach the ground truth value, 1. All the buffer did was to add its value 

toward the zones; yet this can adjust the miscounts caused by either CCTV. 

Therefore, it can be said that adding the values of buffers toward the sum of 

zones for every refresh time can improve the accuracy of people counting.  
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Figure 4.9 Buffering Logics to Separate Error
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4.2.4 People Counting Equations 
 

    Lastly, this research designed a set of people counting equations that 

incorporate the queue-buffer algorithm. This serves as a safety device for search 

and rescue efforts, where it is essential to make sure that building occupants are 

not left behind. The equations are listed as below. (Eq.4, Eq.5, Eq.6, Eq.7) 

 

          𝐵𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝑀𝐴𝑋(∑𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝐼𝑁−𝑂𝑈𝑇 , ∑𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟)         𝐸𝑞. 4 

 

 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 = 𝑀𝐴𝑋(∑𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠𝐼𝑁−𝑂𝑈𝑇 +  ∑𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝐼𝑁−𝑂𝑈𝑇 , ∑𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)    𝐸𝑞. 5 

 

𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑀𝐴𝑋(∑𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒𝐼𝑁−𝑂𝑈𝑇 + ∑𝐵𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝐼𝑁−𝑂𝑈𝑇 , 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐼𝑁−𝑂𝑈𝑇) 𝐸𝑞. 6 

 

                     𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑚 = 𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑚𝐼𝑁−𝑂𝑈𝑇                   𝐸𝑞. 7 

 

Utilizing the max function in these equations lowers the probability to 

underestimate the number of people in the building. There is no max function 

for the room-level because there is no CCTVs within a room, leaving the 

hallway CCTVs as the only option to count people entering or exiting a room. 

In addition, as the spatial level increases, counting each spatial level leads to 

the next spatial level. The advantage of using this method is that it can 

potentially count people who were never counted before, such as people leaving 

their rooms.  
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Chapter 5. Experimental Validation 

 

5.1 Experiment Overview 

 

The chapter validates the effectiveness of the people counting 

methodology described in the previous chapter by conducting three separate 

experiments. The first experiment is designed to test the accuracy of single-

zone people counting. By combining single-zone people counting results by 

each CCTV, people counting accuracy is calculated on not only the entire 

building, but for each floor and rooms located throughout the building. The 

second experiment is designed to validate the effectiveness of multi-zone 

people counting algorithm, which is implemented to improve the accuracy of 

single-zone people counting. The third experiment is to apply the multi-zone 

people counting algorithm throughout the building, and suggest its 

practicability during building disasters. 

All experiments were conducted in the selected building described in 

Section 1.4: Research Scope. These detailed descriptions of these 

experiments, as well as the results and discussions, are listed in the following 

three sections.  
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5.2 Single-zone People Counting 
 

5.2.1 Experimental Setup and Data Collection 
 

The scope of the experiment is from the 1st floor to the 4th floor of the 

building. 12 participants were involved in this experiment; they were instructed 

to initially stay outside of the building, and then enter the building once the 

experiment starts. During the experiment time, they were allowed to enter and 

exit any of the rooms that were selected for the experiment at any given time. 

In addition, they were allowed to exit the building and re-enter as well.   

The experiment was conducted for 25 minutes, at a night time where 

building occupants other than the participants were minimal. The building 

occupants that were counted by the model were treated as outliers.  

For the ground truth collection, the participants were instructed to note 

their current location within the building every 30 seconds. Their location 

recording was later confirmed by checking their location via the CCTV 

footage.  

The CCTVs utilized are those that are monitoring at least one of the 

following building facilities: building entrance, stairs, elevator, room door (of 

the selected rooms). Information regarding the CCTVs used for monitoring 

each building facility is summarized in Table 5.1.  
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Table 5.1 CCTVs Utilized to Monitor each Building Facility 

Counting Level Floor Location CCTV Code 

Building Counting 1 

North Entrance ESA 1-1  

Main Entrance EC 1-1 EC 1-2 

Back Entrance EB 1-1 HB 1-4 

Floor Counting 

1 

North Entrance ESA 1-1  

Main Entrance EC 1-1  

Back Entrance EB 1-1  

Stair 1 ESA 1-1  

Stair 2 LSC 1-1  

Elevator LSC 1-1  

2 

Stair 1 LSC 2-1  

Stair 2 SA 2-1  

Elevator LSC 2-1  

3 

Stair 1 SA 3-1  

Stair 2 LSC 3-1  

Elevator LSC 3-1  

4 

Stair 1 SA 4-1  

Stair 2 LSC 4-1 SC 4-1 

Elevator LSC 4-1  

Room Counting 

1 

Bathroom 1 ESA 1-1  

Bathroom 2 LSC 1-1  

Room 1-A HB 1-2 HB 1-3 

2 

Bathroom 1 SA 2-1  

Bathroom 2 LSC 2-1  

Room 2-A HB 2-2  

Room 2-B HB 2-1  

Room 2-C HB 2-1  

Room 2-D HB 2-2  

3 

Room 3-A SA 3-1  

Room 3-B LSC 3-1  

Room 3-C HB 3-2  

Room 3-D HB 3-3  

4 

Bathroom 1 SA 5-1  

Bathroom 2 LSC 5-1  

Room 4-A SC 5-1  
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    The CCTV data was collected and stored with the following information 

summarized in Table 5.2.  

Table 5.2 CCTV Data Storage Method 

Format 
Compression 

Method 
Size Bitrate 

Frames-

per-

second 

(FPS) 

Video 

Quality 

(VQ) 

AVI 

MPEG-4 part 2 

Microsoft variant 

version 3 

1280 x 960 8000 30 80 

 

5.2.2 Module Configuration and Parameter Setting 
 

In this experiment, the SSD300 model mentioned in Section 3.2 was used 

for the people detection module. The parameter settings used for this 

experiment is shown in Table 5.2. The implementation used for the modules 

was built upon an open source code in the openCV (Rosebrock 2020). The 

parameters were set manually, with trial-and-error.  
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Table 5.3 Parameter Settings 

Module Parameter Type 
Parameter 

Name 
Parameter Value 

People 

Detection 

Confidence C 0.3 

Number of Frames N 30 (frames) 

People 

Tracking 

Euclidean Distance maxDistance 40 (pixels) 

Number of Frames 

Disappeared 
maxDisappeared 50 (frames) 

People 

Counting 

ROI Coordinates 
ROI_x1,x2,x3,x4 N/A;  

Different for each 

ROI ROI_y1,y2,y3,y4 

Number of 

Successful Frames 
n 5 

Movement of 

person 

directionX 
0 

directionY 

 

5.2.3 Evaluation Metrics 
 

    In this experiment, three types of evaluation metrics were used to evaluate 

the performance of the single-zone people counting: precision, recall, F-score.  

Precision is the ratio of the correctly predicted instances among the 

retrieved instances (Eq. 8). Recall is the ratio of the total amount of relevant 

instances among the instances actually retrieved. (Eq. 9). In people counting 

context, these instances refer to the people counted by the CCTV. Lastly, F-

score is a harmonic mean of precision and recall, and this metric is used due 

to the trade-off that exists between precision and recall. (Eq. 10) 
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                     𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
                𝐸𝑞. 8 

 

                       𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
                 𝐸𝑞. 9 

                 𝐹 − 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =  
2 ∗ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
        𝐸𝑞. 10 

    In Eq. 8 and Eq. 9, True Positive (TP) refers to the cases where the model 

correctly counted the person. False Positive (FP) refers to the cases where the 

model incorrectly counted the person, i.e. counting two people when only one 

person entered or exited the region. False Negative (FN) refers to the cases 

where the person is not counted even when the person entered or exited the 

region. 

The reasoning for employing this event-oriented evaluation metric is to 

calculate the people counting accuracy for each CCTV. People counting 

accuracy for each spatial level can then be calculated by combining its results. 

 

5.2.4 Experimental Results and Discussions 
 

    In the span of the experiment time, a total of 379 events where a person 

entered or exited a CCTV was observed. The experimental results of the single-

zone people counting are summarized in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4 Experimental Results of Single-Zone People Counting 

Counting Level Floor Location CCTV Code TP FN FP Precision Recall F-Score 

Building Counting 1 

North Entrance ESA 1-1  12 2 0 

1.00 0.765 0.867 Main Entrance EC 1-1 EC 1-2 10 3 0 

Back Entrance EB 1-1 HB 1-4 4 3 0 

Floor Counting 

1 

North Entrance ESA 1-1  12 2 0 

0.937 0.797 0.861 

Main Entrance EC 1-1  10 3 0 

Back Entrance EB 1-1  4 3 0 

Stair 1 ESA 1-1  10 2 0 

Stair 2 LSC 1-1  6 0 0 

Elevator LSC 1-1  17 5 4 

2 

Stair 1 LSC 2-1  11 0 1 

0.875 0.933 0.903 Stair 2 SA 2-1  15 0 2 

Elevator LSC 2-1  2 2 1 

3 

Stair 1 SA 3-1  6 0 2 

0.75 0.846 0.795 Stair 2 LSC 3-1  16 2 6 

Elevator LSC 3-1  11 4 3 

4 

Stair 1 SA 4-1  5 0 1 

0.941 0.762 0.842 Stair 2 LSC 4-1 SC 4-1 6 2 0 

Elevator LSC 4-1  5 3 0 

Room Counting 1 
Bathroom 1 ESA 1-1  0 0 0 

1.0 0.88 0.936 
Bathroom 2 LSC 1-1  4 0 0 
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 Room 1-A HB 1-2 HB 1-3 40 6 0    

2 

Bathroom 1 SA 2-1  0 0 0 

0.893 0.833 0.862 

Bathroom 2 LSC 2-1  2 0 1 

Room 2-A HB 2-2  16 0 1 

Room 2-B HB 2-1  8 2 1 

Room 2-C HB 2-1  11 3 2 

Room 2-D HB 2-2  13 5 1 

3 

Room 3-A SA 3-1  7 1 1 

0.962 0.877 0.917 
Room 3-B LSC 3-1  14 0 0 

Room 3-C HB 3-2  13 5 1 

Room 3-D HB 3-3  16 1 0 

4 

Bathroom 1 SA 5-1  4 0 0 

1 0.857 0.923 Bathroom 2 LSC 5-1  4 0 0 

Room 4-A SC 5-1  4 2 0 
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    Overall, the F-1 scores were mostly above 0.8 throughout all spatial levels, 

validating that the people counting results of each of the CCTVs were 

consistent. This can be explained due to most parameters that were inputted for 

each CCTV were equal. The only parameter that differed between each CCTV 

was the ROI coordinates, since each CCTVs are installed in different locations 

and are monitoring different building facilities.  

    When breaking down the F-1 scores throughout the spatial levels, the 

precision level was generally higher than that of recall. This signifies that there 

were more cases of people being counted less or not counted at all (i.e. False 

Negative) than that of over-counting cases (i.e. False Positive). 

    This research further broke down the root causes of the counting errors, 

which are listed in Table 5.5. The causes are categorized into each of the 

modules.  

 

Table 5.5 Root Causes of Counting Errors 

Module 
Main 

Category 
Explanation Count 

Detection  

Fast motion 
Detection model could not 

recognize the person moving quick 
3 

Far away 

view 

Person was too far away to be 

detected successfully 
1 

Side view 
Person was not detected when 

appeared side-ways 
1 

Tracking Occlusion ID disappears due to occlusion  23 

Counting 

ROI Setting 
Person detected outside of the ROI, 

therefore not counted 
11 

directionX/Y 

Person moving both ways inside 

ROI, therefore counted both in and 

out 

13 
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Errors in Detection Module: There were three cases where a person 

was not detected due to his or her fast motion, i.e. running or walking quickly. 

In addition, there were two cases where a person could not be detected while 

turning sideways or being too far away from the CCTV. The root cause of this 

can be routed to two factors: 1) people detection accuracy of the SSD300 model, 

and 2) setting the parameter of N, i.e. number of frames to run the detection 

module. Cases listed above were the main reason that this research utilized 

SSD300 model that was retrained using data augmentation. When performing 

the experiment with the other SSD300 model without data augmentation, with 

all other parameters being equal, the errors due to far away view increased from 

1 case to 6 cases. The side view error, however, remained the same and thus can 

be suggested that the model needs to retrain people from not only the front view 

but also side views as well. The errors due to fast motion decreased from 3 

cases to 1 case, when running the detection module every 15 frames rather than 

the default 30 frames.  

 
Errors in Detection Module: There were 23 cases of object IDs 

disappearing due to occlusion. An example of this would be when two people 

are walking together, and suddenly one person walks in front of the other. In 

this case, the object ID of the person walking in front would be paired with the 

object ID of the other person on the next frame. The object ID of the other 

person would then start to deregister from the CCTV, and thus only one object 

ID remains by the time the two people enter or exit a ROI. As occlusion 

problems are inevitable in the field of computer vision, methods to count the 

people despite the occlusions would be needed to consider. One proposed 
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method is to set the ROIs in a way that both people can be counted before 

occlusions occur. Another proposed method is to set a rule that if an object ID 

disappears in the vicinity of the ROI or within the ROI, then count that person 

to enter/exit the ROI. Both methods would be needed to be experimented in the 

future to test its viability. 

 

Errors in Counting Module: There were 11 cases of people who 

were detected successfully, but were not counted because their centroids’ 

coordinates at the time were not in the ROI coordinates. This type of error can 

be quite tricky to resolve because if the ROI is too big, then other people who 

are just walking pass the ROI—but not entering/exiting—might also be counted. 

The ROI coordinates have to be set up in a way that can encompass the object 

ID when detected. To prevent cases of miscounting people when they are just 

walking by the ROI, the parameter “n” was implemented so that the person has 

to be at least a few frames within the ROI to be considered as a person 

entering/exiting the region. This problem is related to the final type of counting 

module error, which is from the parameter “directionX/Y.” Inputting the 

parameter values with consideration of such scenarios is therefore important to 

filter out the obvious cases of miscounting.  

 

Even with the tuning of the parameters, this experiment concludes 

that errors from people counting are inevitable as there are myriads of cases of 

how people move around in a building. Therefore, the following experiment 

attempts to validate the multi-zone counting algorithm, which is developed to 

adjust the number of people miscounted in each CCTV. 
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5.3 Multi-Zone People Counting: Validation 
 

5.3.1 Experimental Setup and Data Collection 
 

    As this experiment attempts to validate the theoretical explanation in 

Section 4.2, the scope of the experiment is decreased from the entire building 

to a single section. In other words, this experiment attempts to count the entire 

area rather than counting in multiple spatial levels. The selected floor was the 

first floor of the building. 

The data sample for this experiment is 30 minutes long, which was 

collected during the “rush-hour” period where people are starting to enter the 

building. All CCTVs in section B of the first floor were utilized in this 

experiment, which are shown in Figure 4.4.  

 

5.3.2 Module Configuration and Parameter Setting 
 

    The module configuration and parameter settings are equal to that in Sub-

section 5.2.2. 

 

5.3.3 Counting Methods and Evaluation Metrics 
 

    In this experiment, four people counting methods are evaluated; the 

description for each counting method is shown below.  

1) In – Out: Using CCTVs that monitor the beginning and end of the area 

(in this experiment, section B) 
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2) Sum of CCTV Zones: Using all CCTVs within the section; calculating 

the ins and outs of each CCTV 

3) Sum of CCTV Zones + Buffer: Using the buffer concept(blind spot) in 

addition to 2)  

4) Max Function: The maximum value of the options above 

 

The first and second method described above adds the results of each 

singular CCTV(i.e. single-zone counting method), while the third method is 

based on using the context of multiple CCTVs(i.e. multi-zone counting method). 

The last method described above outputs the highest count results out of the 

three methods; this method is included because casualties due to under-

counting needs to be minimized in a building disaster context. 

In terms of evaluation metrics, mean absolute error (MAE) was used to 

evaluate the performance of the multi-zone people counting algorithm. MAE is 

the average magnitude of the errors in a set of predictions without considering 

their direction (Eq. 11),  

 

                    𝑀𝐴𝐸 =  
1

𝑁
∑ 𝐺(𝑖) − 𝑇(𝑖)

𝑁

𝑖=1

               𝐸𝑞. 11 

Where N = total number of frames, and 𝐺(𝑖) and 𝑇(𝑖) are the guessed and 

true number of people in the ith frame, respectively. 

 

5.3.4 Experimental Results and Discussions 
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    The results of this experiment is summarized in Table 5.6.  

 

Table 5.6 Summary of Counting Methods 

Index Counting Method 

Mean Absolute 

Error 

(from Ground 

Truth) 

Error Rate 

1 In-Out (Section) 0.999 26.28% 
2 Sum of CCTV Zones 2.615 68.77% 
3 Sum of CCTV Zones + Buffer 0.441 11.59% 
4 Max Function 0.441 11.59% 

 

According to Table 5.6, the error rate from incorporating all CCTVs in 

the section without buffer yielded the highest error rate overall (68.77%), 

while implementing the buffer yielded the lowest error rate overall (11.59%). 

Furthermore, the error rate from counting just the CCTVs from the beginning 

and the end of the section was 26.28%, which is lower than summing all 

CCTVs but higher than the buffer method. Such results strengthen the 

argument that simply adding more CCTV leads to additional errors being 

accumulated. Lastly, the result from the max function yielded the same results 

as that of the buffer implementation, which had the least error rate.  

The counting results of each counting method are visually described in 

Figure 5.1.  
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Figure 5.1 Summary of Single Section Counting Methods 

 

It is important to note that the buffer time was set to 1 second, since that 

was the estimated time that a walking person would be in the blind spot, i.e. in 

between CCTVs. In order to demonstrate that such buffer time was optimal 

for this setting, people counting with various buffer times were conducted. 

The results are summarized in Table 5.7.  

 

Table 5.7 Summary of Counting Methods with Various Buffer Times 

Buffer 

Time 

(sec) 

Index Counting Method 

Mean Absolute 

Error 

(from Ground 

Truth) 

Error Rate 

1 

1 In-Out (Section) 0.999 26.28% 

2 Sum of CCTV Zones 2.615 68.77% 

3 
Sum of CCTV Zones + 

Buffer 
0.441 11.59% 

4 Max Function 0.441 11.59% 
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3 

1 In-Out (Section) 0.856 22.55% 
2 Sum of CCTV Zones 2.177 57.37% 
3 

Sum of CCTV Zones + 

Buffer 
1.646 43.39% 

4 Max Function 0.919 24.23% 

60 

1 In-Out (Section) 0.856 22.55% 

2 Sum of CCTV Zones 2.177 57.37% 

3 
Sum of CCTV Zones + 

Buffer 
1.628 42.92% 

4 Max Function 0.914 24.10% 

 

According to Table 5.7, setting the buffer time to be higher than 1 second 

increases the error rate of the buffer method from 11.59% when buffer time 

was 1 second, to 43.39% when buffer time was 3 seconds. This result 

indicates that the miscounts stay within the buffer longer than it should before 

finally being refreshed. The increase of this error rate implies that when a 

building disaster suddenly occurs, there is a higher chance of reporting the 

wrong number of people since the buffer time is longer than it should be. 

However, the results above may differ if CCTVs are actually far away from 

each other, meaning people would take longer to get to one CCTV to another. 

This scenario is likely in CCTVs that are vertically connected according to the 

CCTV network system shown in Figure 4.4. In this case, getting to one floor 

to another either by elevator or stairs requires longer than 1 second. 

Meanwhile, this scenario is also likely when not all CCTVs are operating or if 

CCTVs are simply not installed as much as this current setting. In such cases 

listed above, the ideal buffer time would be the passing time described in 

Figure 4.8. For example, the ideal buffer time for vertically-connected CCTVs 

will be approximately 5 to 10 seconds since that generally reflects the time it 
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takes for one person to get to one floor to another. For CCTVs that are 5m 

apart, assuming that a person walks at a speed of 1m/sec, the passing time 

would be 5 seconds, thus being the ideal buffer time. These generalizations 

would need to be validated through experiments with varying buffer times.  
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5.4 Multi-Zone People Counting: Application 
 

5.4.1 Experimental Setup and Data Collection 
 

As this experiment attempts to apply the multi-zone people counting 

method validated in Section 5.3, the scope of the experiment is now expanded 

back to the entire building. The characteristics of the data sample are identical 

to that of Section 5.3, and the CCTVs used are shown in Figure 4.4 as well. 

 

5.4.2 Module Configuration and Parameter Setting 
 

    The module configuration and parameter settings are equal to that in Sub-

section 5.2.2. 

 

5.4.3 Counting Methods and Evaluation Metrics 
 

    In this experiment, different counting methods for each counting 

level were evaluated. While the four counting methods from Section 5.3 were 

evaluated for floor counting, a set of new methods were evaluated for building 

counting, described below.  

1) In – Out: Using CCTVs that monitor the beginning and end of the 

area (in this case, building) 

2) Sum of Floors: Summing the people counts from each floor 
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3) Sum of Floors + Vertical Transportation (VT): Summing the people 

counts from each floor, in addition to people using the elevator and 

stairs 

4) Max Function: The maximum value of the options above 

 

The reason for summing the floors to calculate the building count is 

because the buffer concept is still intact when calculating the number of 

people in each floor. Vertical transportation is defined as people using the 

elevator or stairs to get to another floor, and this was used in one of the 

calculation methods because it is essentially another blind spot in-between 

CCTVs.  

The evaluation metrics are identical to that described in Section 5.3. 

 

5.4.4 Experimental Results and Discussions 
 

The summary of these results are described in Table 5.8 and Table 5.9.
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Table 5.8 Summary of Counting Methods with Varying Counting Levels 

Counting Level 
Avg.  

People 

Max.  

People 
Index Counting Method 

Mean Absolute Error 

(from Ground Truth) 

Mean Deviation  

(from Ground Truth) 

Building Counting 23 42 

1 In-Out (Building) 10.241 44.95% 

2 Sum of Floors 1.344 5.90% 

3 Sum of Floors + VT 2.925 12.84% 

4 Max Function 1.342 5.89% 

Floor Counting 

2F 7 13 

1 In-Out (Floor) 6.588 87.33% 

2 Sum of CCTV Zones 2.433 32.26% 

3 Sum of CCTV Zones + Buffer 1.051 13.93% 

4 Max Function 1.051 13.93% 

3F 6 13 

1 In-Out (Floor) 2.029 31.08% 

2 Sum of CCTV Zones 2.262 34.66% 

3 Sum of CCTV Zones + Buffer 0.863 13.22% 

4 Max Function 0.863 13.22% 

4F 3 7 

1 In-Out (Floor) 1.935 66.23% 

2 Sum of CCTV Zones 1.263 43.24% 

3 Sum of CCTV Zones + Buffer 0.867 29.66% 

4 Max Function 0.574 19.66% 

5F 6 11 

1 In-Out (Floor) 3.136 54.03% 

2 Sum of CCTV Zones 1.055 18.17% 

3 Sum of CCTV Zones + Buffer 0.809 13.93% 

4 Max Function 0.809 13.93% 
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Table 5.9 People Counting Results with using Best Counting Methods 

8:45 8:46 8:47 8:48 8:49 8:50 8:51 8:52 8:53 8:54 8:55 8:56 8:57 8:58 8:59 9:00 9:01 9:02 9:03 9:04 9:05 9:06 9:07 9:08 9:09 9:10 9:11 9:12 9:13 9:14 9:15

15 18 19 20 20 23 24 29 30 31 33 32 37 42 43 37 40 42 49 51 52 53 51 51 52 52 55 52 56 56 57

2 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 4

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 0 0

5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2

FL2: Section B 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

FL2: Section D 3 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

FL3: Section A 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

FL3: Section B 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

FL3: Section C 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1

FL3: Section D 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1

FL4: Section A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

FL4: Section B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

FL4: Section C 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

FL4: Section D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

FL5: Section A 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0

FL5: Section B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

FL5: Section C 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 3

FL5: Section D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 1 0

Counting Level

Building

Floor

Room
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According to Table 5.8, summing CCTVs in the floor with buffer 

implementation and max function yielded the lowest error rates for floor 

counting. Furthermore, summing floors and max function yielded the lowest 

error rates for building counting. Since the best results of the floor counting 

came from buffer implementation, it can be said that buffer implementation 

also yields the best results for building counting. Figure 5.2 visually describes 

this trend.  

 

Figure 5.2 Summary of People Counting Methods 

 

Table 5.9 visually shows the building counting results using the sum of 

floors method, which yielded the lowest error rate overall. By indicating the 

number of people in each room, floor and building in real-time, rescuers can 

use this information to successfully locate people who may be trapped in the 

building. One way to utilize this information is to calculate the number of 

people trapped in the building by calculating the difference between the 

number of people at the start of the building disaster with the number of 
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people who escaped the building. Search and rescue efforts can be carried out 

by deploying rescuers according to the number of people trapped. Another 

way to utilize this information is by deploying rescuers according to the 

highest number of people identified in a room or floor right when the building 

disaster occurred. Lastly, people using vertical transportation (i.e. elevators, 

stairs) may be stuck during the building disaster and thus rescuers must also 

be deployed accordingly.  
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Chapter 6. Conclusion 

 

6.1 Summary and Contributions 
 

Building disasters have been consistently occurring in the past decade. As 

search and rescue efforts are conducted on the basis of limited information, 

occupants trapped in the building may be rescued too late, or not at all. For this 

reason, it is important to count people before the building disaster occurs. 

The need for acquiring occupancy information beforehand, i.e. in real time, has 

been issued and thus studied under the field of people counting. However, 

previous researches utilizing explicit people counting sensors have their scope 

limited to single or few regions at most due to challenges of installing sensors 

throughout the building and concerns for replicability. To solve this deficiencies, 

this research uses an implicit people counting sensor in order to count building 

occupants throughout the building. Out of the implicit people counting sensors, 

CCTVs are utilized due to its high detection accuracy and not requiring a 

wearable sensor.  

    This research proposed a multi-zone people counting methodology, which 

consists of single-zone people counting and multi-zone people counting. To 

implement single-zone people counting, a three-fold module was developed. 

Then, multi-zone people counting was developed by building upon the single-

zone people counting and expanding the counting scope from a single-zone to 

zones throughout the building. CCTV code classification system was 

established to form a horizontal and vertical relationship with the nearby 
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CCTVs, which can be applied in any building. Furthermore, a multi-zone 

people counting algorithm inspired by queues and buffers was developed in 

order to consider the contextual information from nearby CCTVs and adjust the 

miscounts from each CCTV. Lastly, equations considering the context of 

building disaster were formed. The experiment results showed that this multi-

zone people counting algorithm can be effective in improving the people 

counting accuracy in a building, and can be applied in building disaster context.  
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6.2 Limitations and Future Study 

 

    Although this research attempted to address generalizability, additional 

work is needed. First, it did not fully consider the effects of potential people 

counting accuracy due to CCTV placement. Second, the CCTV code 

classification system was only applied in the selected building for this research. 

To further validate the generalizability of the system, application for other 

buildings needs to be conducted. Lastly, the refresh time in multi-zone people 

counting algorithm needs to be generalized for certain scenarios. The refresh 

time in this experiment was 1 second since the selected building had nearly 

overlapping CCTVs; however, the time set for other scenarios needs to be 

addressed, i.e. CCTVs vertically connected to each other. 

    In addition, input parameters for modules in single-zone people counting 

were manually selected by trial-and-error. Although the implications of setting 

certain values of each parameter were addressed, sensitivity analysis needs to 

be considered. 
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초    록 

 

건물 재난은 지속적으로 발생해왔으며, 건물 재난 발생 시 

제한된 정보를 바탕으로 탐색구조가 이루어져 인명 피해가 

발생하고 있다. 따라서 건물 재난이 발생하기 전 평소부터 건물, 층 

및 방 별로 인원계수를 하여 재실자 수 정보를 보유한 뒤, 재난이 

발생한 시점에 구조대원들에게 그 정보를 전달하는 것이 중요하다.  

인원계수 정보를 사전에 보유할 필요성은 피플카운팅 분야에서 

연구되어오고 있다. 그러나 이전 연구에서의 인원계수 범위는 건물 

전체에 센서를 설치해야 하는 한계와 일반화를 시키기 어려운 점 

때문에 단일 또는 소수의 구역으로만 진행되었다. 이러한 한계를 

극복하기 위해 본 연구는 기존 건물에 존재하는 CCTV 를 활용하여 

건물 구역별 인원 계수 방법론을 제안하고자 한다. 연구는 크게 

다섯 가지 단계로 구성되어 있다. 첫째, 단일 CCTV 구역에서 

사람을 계산하기 위한 모델을 개발한다. 둘째, CCTV 코드 

분류체계를 구축하여 인근 CCTV 와의 수평 및 수직 관계를 

형성하고, 이를 모든 건물에 적용할 수 있도록 한다. 셋째, 대기열과 

버퍼의 개념을 활용한 구역별 인원 계수 알고리즘을 개발하여 이를 

통해 단일 CCTV 에서 발생하는 계수 오차를 줄인다. 넷째, 건물 

재난을 위한 인원 계수 방정식을 형성하였다. 마지막으로, 실제 

비주거 건물에서 인원 계수를 수행하여 인원 계수 방법론의 

실효성을 검증한다. 그 결과 본 연구에서 제안한 방법을 통해 건물 

구역별 인원 계수 정확도를 향상시키는데 효과적일 수 있으며, 건물 

재난 상황에도 적용될 수 있음을 보여준다.  
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